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TERMS & CONDITIONS
The A-List & Creativity Awards honors program (the “Program”) is
sponsored by Ad Age, a business unit of Crain Communications Inc,
685 Third Ave., 10th Floor, New York, NY 10017 (“Ad Age”).

advertising and in media coverage of the program, unless
prohibited by law.

Eligibility

All category wins are at the discretion of our judges. Judges have
the right to not select a winner in any category if they feel materials
submitted did not meet the standards, creativity or other qualities
they are looking for in entries. The decisions of Ad Age and the
judges are final and binding in all matters relating to this Program,
including interpretation and application of the rules.

The Program is open to anyone in the industry who meet the General
Requirements posted for the A-List Awards or Creativity Awards.
Eligibility is subject to the terms of each category as noted in our
category descriptions. Categories and category eligibility are subject
to change each year.

How to enter

Instructions on how to enter each Program are posted on
AdAge.com/ACA2023. Entries must comply with the instructions
for the applicable Program. Entries into the competition are subject
to a tiered pricing system, with discounts for early-bird entries,
standard fees for regular deadline entries, and additional fees for
final deadline entries. The dates and entry prices are subject to
change each year. You can submit as many entries as you would like.
All entries must be received through our awards website.
As a reminder, anything in an entry will be considered potentially
public information. There’s no space for explicitly confidential
information, and we ask entrants to anticipate that anything in their
entry could become public—mostly because we don’t want to wind
up trying to honor a winner without being able to tell anyone why we
want to honor them. Entries will not be acknowledged or returned.
Entries will be accepted until December 6, 2022 at 5 p.m. ET.
A-List Winners will be announced on March 13, 2023. Creativity
Finalists will be released late March, 2023. Creativity winners will be
announced live at our Gala event on April 24, 2023.

Certification/acknowledgment/consent

each entrant certifies that the materials submitted in
connection with this program (including artwork, imagery
and ideas) are the original works of the entrant. entrants
retain the copyright and other intellectual property
interests in their materials. however, each entrant
acknowledges and irrevocably consents that any and all
materials such entrant submits for this program may be
reproduced, displayed, published (including in print and
digital formats), archived (in print and digital databases)
and otherwise freely used without limitation or restriction
by ad age, crain communications inc, and its partners and
affiliates in connection with the program. each entrant
acknowledges and irrevocably consents to the use of entry
information in publications, internal and external websites,

Winning

For A-List, each category should produce one winner. The judges may
select additional winners at their discretion based on the materials
submitted. Selection of The Agency to Watch and Standouts lists are
at the discretion of our judges based and do not need to be selected.
For Creativity, the judges anticipate announcing anywhere from two
to five finalists in each category, with one winner being chosen. The
judges may choose duos or dual winners in their discretion.
Each main category winner will receive an award. Those on a
Stand Out or To Watch list will not receive an award. Finalists do not
receive awards.
This Program is based on the quality and other factors determined
by the judges of the materials submitted and winning depends on the
views of the judges for each category. Winning is not based on the
number of eligible responses received and Ad Age cannot predict the
number of entrants who will participate in the Program.

General conditions

All entrants agree to release Ad Age, sponsors and its partners and
affiliates from any and all claims and liability with respect to and in
any way arising from participating in the Program, accepting of any
award, prize(s), or technical, hardware, software or other failures
of any kind, cost or unavailable network connections, incomplete,
garbled or delayed transmissions, injury or damage to an entrant’s
or third person’s computer, whether caused by Ad Age, sponsors,
entrants, users or by any of the equipment or programming
associated with or by any technical or human error which may occur
in the processing of submissions which may damage an entrant’s
system or limit an entrant’s ability to participate in the Program.
Ad Age reserves the right to modify or cancel all or any part of the
Program for any reason at its sole discretion with a refund of the
applicable entry fee paid as the sole remedy for any entrant.
Subject to applicable laws, entrants irrevocably grant to Ad Age,
Program sponsors and their successors, assigns and sub-licensees
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the right and permission to use their name, voice, likeness and/or
biographical material for advertising, promotional and/or publicity
purposes in connection with the Program, in all forms of media and
by any and all means and media (now and hereafter known), and
on and in connection with related products, services, advertising
and promotional materials (now known or hereafter developed),
worldwide, in perpetuity, without any obligation, notice or
consideration except for the awarding of the prize(s) to the Grand
Prize Winner.
All entrants agree to comply fully with each provision in the
Program rules. Any person attempting to defraud or in any way
tamper with the Program and any person who does not comply
with the Program rules, will be ineligible for any award or prize.
Program void where prohibited or restricted by law.
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